PARTS LISTING

• Each Step Weight System includes the following parts:
2 - Side weights
4 - Weight brackets
4 - Weight bracket locking T’s
2 - Weight fill spout caps

STEP 1

• Fill each of the 2 side weights with
sand. This is what gives the weight
system it’s weight. First pour
approximately 10 ounces of water
into the step. Then pour filter sand
into the spout until it is full.

NOTE
2

The water you first poured in should run out over the top of spout as the weight
fills with sand, this is normal and is necessary to remove any air inside the weight

• Place the caps onto the spout on
each weight. The caps will keep
the sand from coming out of the
weight during the installation
process as well as during normal
use.

STEP 2

• Attach the weight brackets to
each side of your pool step.
The brackets slide in between
the side posts under the 3rd
step on each side of the step.
Place Weight Brackets
in the
Upper location: #1
Lower location: #2
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STEP 3

TOP “T”
Locking “T” is pushed
completely into place,
“lock-clip” is exposed.
Correct!
Wrong!
BOTTOM “T”
Locking “T” is NOT
pushed completely
into place, it needs to
be pushed down.
Correct!
Wrong!

• To lock the weigh brackets in
place you must use the locking
T’s. Simply slide the locking
T through the square hole in
the bracket that is protruding
through the step side inside
the step. Push the “T” all the
way down until it locks in
place.

Always push “T”
locks into correct
locking position.

STEP 4
• Place your pool step into your pool. (Follow install
instructions in your step manual)
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STEP 5
NE1129 Optional Step Weight System
Weight installed/locked on brackets

upper weight bracket

Spout points
toward
pool wall side.

lower weight bracket

• INSTALL WEIGHTS — Take the weights, one at a time and
carefully place the weight onto the 2 weight brackets. The square opening in each
side weight will accept the weight bracket.
• Be sure to have the spout of the step towards the rear (pool wall side) of the step.
• Once the weight is in place, carefully push it down until it locks onto the weight
bracket. Now the weight is secure.
• Repeat this procedure for the second weight.
• To remove your pools step at the end of the summer season you MUST REMOVE
THE STEP WEIGHTS FIRST. To do this simply lift each weight straight up until it is
unlocked from the bracket and then remove the weight from the pool.
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